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Abstract.
Given a field vacuum state in a black hole spacetime, this state can be analysed in
terms of how it is perceived (in terms of particle content) by different observers. This
can be done by means of the effective-temperature function introduced by Barcelo´ et
al. in [1]. In Barbado et al. [2], this function was analysed in a case by case basis for a
number of interesting situations. In this work, we find a general analytic expression for
the effective-temperature function which, apart from the vacuum state choice, depends
on the position, the local velocity and the acceleration of the specific observer. We
give a clear physical interpretation of the quantities appearing in the expression, and
illustrate its potentiality with a few examples.
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1. Introduction
In a recent paper [2], the present authors studied how Hawking radiation [3] emitted by a
black hole would be perceived by different observers in the spacetime. The vacuum state
for the quantum radiation field in a stationary spacetime, a simple massless scalar field,
was chosen non-stationary so that it mimicked the switching-on of Hawking radiation, as
would happen in a realistic collapse scenario. Then, the perception of this radiation state
was analysed by using the method introduced in [1], and further described in [4]. This
method is based in the introduction of an effective-temperature function which depends
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on the observer state of motion‡. Under certain conditions, the radiation perception can
be shown to have a thermal shape, with a temperature proportional to this effective-
temperature function. Other approaches to the problem of radiation perception could
be the direct calculation of the Bogoliubov coefficients [5], the functional Schro¨dinger
formalism [6], or the response function of Unruh-DeWitt detectors [7].
In this work, we construct an analytic expression for the effective-temperature
function valid for any observer (under the restrictions of spherical symmetry). The
expression depends firstly on the choice of vacuum state via what we shall call the state
effective temperature. For instance, for a Schwarzschild black hole in the Unruh vacuum
state this state effective temperature turns out to be nothing but Hawking surface
gravity κH = 1/(4m). Then, the observer characteristics enter into the expression by
means of its instantaneous position, local velocity and proper acceleration. As we will
discuss, in terms of this physical quantities the effective-temperature function has a very
simple form and a compelling physical interpretation.
In section 2, we briefly recall the definition of the effective-temperature function
and its physical meaning. Then, we split this function into a state effective-temperature
function and observer dependent factors. We also give some examples of state effective-
temperature functions for different vacuum choices. In section 3, we write down the
general analytic expression for the effective-temperature function and show how it is
derived. We follow with a detailed discussion of its physical interpretation. Lastly,
in section 4 we illustrate how the obtained formula applies to different cases.
2. The effective-temperature function
Throughout this work we particularize our discussion to a Schwarzschild black hole,
although it would be easy to adapt our expression to more general spherically symmetric
spacetimes. In Schwarzschild coordinates the Schwarzschild metric reads (G = c = 1)
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2m
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (1)
In this spacetime we assume that we have a quantum massless scalar field in a particular
(maybe non-stationary) vacuum state |0〉 with radiation characteristics. Defining an
outgoing null coordinate as
u¯ := t− r∗, r∗ := r + 2m log
( r
2m
− 1
)
, (2)
the vacuum state choice can be encoded in the selection of a new null coordinate U
given by the function U = U(u¯) (see [2] for details). Starting from this function one
could calculate, for instance, the particle content of this state at infinity.
Once a vacuum state has been selected, different observers will perceive it
differently. To analyse this vacuum perception, one can take a specific observer timelike
trajectory (t(τ), r(τ)), with τ being the proper time, and introduce this proper time
‡ This effective-temperature function is based on null-ray behaviour, and so it is only relevant for
massless fields.
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as another null variable after a suitable synchronization: u = τ − τ0. Then, we can
construct the relation u¯ = u¯(u) using (2), and composing it with U = U(u¯), obtain the
relation U = U(u). From this relation one can compute the particle content perception
associated with this generic but specific observer, as it is the only ingredient needed
for calculating the Bogoliubov coefficients [2]. It is from this relation U(u) that the
effective-temperature function for this observer is defined:
κst−per(u) := − d
2U
du2
/
dU
du
, (3)
where “st-per” stands for “state perception”. When u corresponds to the future null
coordinate in a black hole geometry, this function encodes the “peeling” of null geodesics
in the geometry, which is the relevant notion for calculating the Hawking temperature
of slowly evaporating horizons [1, 4]. In our case, the κst−per(u) provides a notion of
peeling of geodesics which incorporates information, not only about the geometry, but
also about the specific vacuum state and observer.
2.1. Interpretation of κst−per as the temperature of a thermal radiation
As described thoroughly in [1, 4], when the function κst−per(u) is nearly constant
κst−per(u) ' κst−per(u∗) =: κ∗ over a sufficiently large interval around a given u∗, one
can assure that during this same interval the observer is detecting a Hawking flux of
particles with a temperature T given by
kBT =
κ∗
2pi
, (4)
(we always talk about κ as a temperature, forgetting about the proportionality
constant). If the variation of κst−per(u) is slow, then the observer will detect a thermal
radiation with a slowly varying temperature. Whether κst−per(u) varies slowly or not
in the surroundings of u∗, is controlled by an adiabatic condition which, under mild
technical assumptions [4], reads
∗ :=
1
κ2∗
∣∣∣∣ dκst−perdu
∣∣∣∣
u=u∗
∣∣∣∣ 1. (5)
Only when this condition is satisfied, we can say that κst−per is providing the temperature
of the thermal radiation perceived by the observer using the formula (4). When this is
not the case, the value of κst−per does not represent strictly a temperature, but is still
an estimator of the overall rate of particle detections.
2.2. The state effective-temperature function
Once the vacuum state has been chosen via the relation U(u¯), the effective-temperature
function in (3) can be rewritten (by using the chain rule) as
κst−per(u) =
(
− d
2U
du¯2
/
dU
du¯
)
du¯
du
− d
2u¯
du2
/
du¯
du
=
du¯
du
κst(u¯)− d
2u¯
du2
/
du¯
du
, (6)
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where
κst(u¯) := − d
2U
du¯2
/
dU
du¯
(7)
is what we call the state effective temperature. It is the part of expression (6) that
contains the information about the definition of the state. The rest does not depend on
the relation U(u¯), and thus will depend only on the observer’s trajectory. In fact, (7)
fits with the definition of κst−per(u) in (3) if we replace u¯ = u, which is actually true for
an observer at rest at infinity. Therefore, κst is the value of κst−per that this particular
observer would perceive. It is worth mentioning that the fact that κst only depends on
u¯ shows that its value propagates with the outgoing light rays (it is constant along each
outgoing light ray), which is relevant for non-stationary vacuum states.
We can analyse the form of this function for different vacuum-state choices. For
the Boulware vacuum state [8], we have U(u¯) = u¯ and thus κst(u¯) = 0, which means
that this vacuum does not radiate. For the Unruh vacuum state [9, 10], we have
U(u¯) = −4me−u¯/(4m) so that κst(u¯) = 1/(4m) (Hawking temperature). In the case of the
non-stationary state defined in [2], corresponding to that defined in terms of positive
frequency modes as seen by a free-falling observer from infinity, it is not difficult to
obtain that
κst(u¯) =
1
4m
[
3
4m
(UH − U(u¯)) + 1
]4/3 , (8)
where U(u¯) is known only through the following implicit relation:
u¯ = UH +
4m
3
− 4m
{[
3
4m
(UH − U) + 1
]1/3
+
1
2
[
3
4m
(UH − U) + 1
]2/3
+
1
3
[
3
4m
(UH − U) + 1
]
+ log
[(
3
4m
(UH − U) + 1
)1/3
− 1
]}
, (9)
UH being a constant labelling the event horizon. Noticing that U(u¯) runs from −∞ in
the past infinity, to UH in the future infinity, one can see that (8) interpolates smoothly
between 0 and 1/(4m), as shown in figure 1. Thus, this vacuum state qualitatively
mimics the switching-on of Hawking radiation in realistic collapse scenarios.
A different non-stationary vacuum state is used in [11]. In this case, the state is
designed to reproduce the radiation that would be emitted from a hypothetical stellar
object supporting itself outside but extremely close to its gravitational radius, when
experiencing small pulsations. The result found is that overall κst(u¯) ' 1/(4m). This
means that the state is almost indistinguishable from the Unruh state when seen from
infinity.
3. General analytic expression for the effective-temperature function
Let us consider any observer O outside the black hole following a trajectory (t(u), r(u)),
u being its proper time. The central result of this work is that the value of the effective-
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Figure 1. κst(u¯) in (8), for the non-stationary vacuum state (curve depicted ——),
and κst = 1/(4m) for the Unruh vacuum state (curve depicted - - - -). We use 2m = 1
units.
temperature function along the trajectory of O can be expressed as
κst−per(u) =
√
1− vl
1 + vl
1√
1− 2m
r
(
κst(u¯)− m
r2
)
+ ap. (10)
Here r = r(u) and u¯ = u¯(u); the function vl = vl(u) is the velocity of the observer O
with respect to the black hole as measured by a locally Minkowskian observer; and the
function ap = ap(u) is the proper acceleration of the observer O, that is, the acceleration
as measured by a free-falling observer instantaneously comoving with the observer O.
Before discussing the clear physical interpretation of this expression, let us show in a
constructive manner how it can be found.
3.1. Calculation of the expression
To show that expression (10) is indeed correct let us first describe the radial component
of the trajectory r(u) locally around the instant u = u0. Up to second order in u, the
trajectory of O can be described as
r(u) = r0 + v0(u− u0) + 1
2
a0(u− u0)2 +O(u− u0)3, (11)
where
r0 := r(u0), v0 :=
dr
du
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
, a0 :=
d2r
du2
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
. (12)
Using this local description of the trajectory and the line element (1), one can
obtain dr/du, d2r/du2, dt/du, and d2t/du2 as local functions of u around u = u0.
Then, using (2) and (6), one can also obtain the local expression of κst−per(u) around
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u = u0. The computation yields
κst−per(u) =
1√
1− 2m
r0

√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20 − v0√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20 + v0
1/2(κst(u¯(u0))− m
r20
)
+
1√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
(
a0 +
m
r20
)
+O(u− u0). (13)
Now, it is not difficult to see that, if we identify
vl :=
v0√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
, (14)
and
ap :=
1√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
(
a0 +
m
r20
)
, (15)
then (13) is precisely (10) evaluated at u = u0. However, as u0 is any arbitrary instant
of the trajectory, we can conclude that the expression is valid all along the trajectory of
the observer O. Thus, it only remains to be shown that both definitions (14) and (15)
physically correspond to the described quantities at u = u0.
Given a metric, there always exist coordinate systems such that in a particular,
but arbitrary, point the metric becomes Minkowskian. Take the point (t0, r0) in the
metric (1). The transformation(
dtl
drl
)
= T
(
dt
dr
)
(16)
between any locally Minkowskian coordinate system (tl, rl) and the original one (t, r)
has to satisfy
T |u=u0 =
(
γ −γvl
−γvl γ
)
√
1− 2m
r0
0
0 1√
1− 2m
r0
 , (17)
where γ := 1/
√
1− v2l is the usual relativistic boost factor. Here vl represents the
Minkowskian velocity of the local coordinate system with respect to the static black hole
(remember that in Schwarzschild coordinates the staticity of this spacetime is explicit).
Now take the local Minkowskian coordinate system to be comoving with the
trajectory r(u) of the observer O at u0. In that case we have
0 =
drl
dtl
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
=
v0 − vl
(
1− 2m
r0
)
dt
du
∣∣
u=u0(
1− 2m
r0
)
dt
du
∣∣
u=u0
− vlv0
. (18)
Directly from the metric (1), we known that
dt
du
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
=
√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
1− 2m
r0
. (19)
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Therefore, from (18) we obtain the expression
vl =
v0√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
(20)
that we were looking for.
Once we have dealt with the zeroth order T |u=u0 of the Taylor expansion of the
transformation T , let us determine the first order (encoded in the second derivatives
of the coordinate change evaluated at u0; the additional terms in the expansion are
irrelevant to our calculation) to implement the free-falling character for the local
coordinates. For convenience in the notation, let us temporarily call (t, r) =: (x0, x1)
and (tl, rl) =: (x
0
l , x
1
l ). If {xil, i = 0, 1} is a locally free-falling coordinate system, radial
geodesic equations in these coordinates shall locally read
d2xil
ds2
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
= 0. (21)
In the original Schwarzschild coordinates {xi, i = 0, 1} the geodesic condition becomes
d2xi
ds2
+
∂xi
∂xnl
∂2xnl
∂xj∂xk
dxj
ds
dxk
ds
= 0. (22)
But we know that the radial geodesic equations in these coordinates must read
d2xi
ds2
+ Γijk
dxj
ds
dxk
ds
= 0, (23)
where Γijk are the Christoffel symbol of the metric (1). Therefore, we can identify
∂xi
∂xnl
∂2xnl
∂xj∂xk
= Γijk, (24)
and solving for the second order derivatives,
∂2xil
∂xj∂xk
=
∂xil
∂xn
Γnjk. (25)
First order derivatives can be read from (17), and the Christoffel symbol can be
computed using (1), finding
Γrrr = −Γtrt = −Γttr = −
m
r20
1
1− 2m
r0
,
Γrtt =
m
r20
(
1− 2m
r0
)
,
(26)
the rest of them being zero (remember that all expressions need to be evaluated at
u = u0). Then, second order derivatives of the coordinate transformation read
∂2rl
∂r2
= −m
r20
√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
(1− 2m
r0
)2
,
∂2tl
∂r2
=
m
r20
v0
(1− 2m
r0
)2
,
∂2rl
∂r∂t
= −m
r20
v0
1− 2m
r0
,
∂2tl
∂r∂t
=
m
r20
√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
1− 2m
r0
,
∂2rl
∂t2
=
m
r20
√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20,
∂2tl
∂t2
= −m
r20
v0.
(27)
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Having described the coordinate transformation locally up to the first order, we
are now able to compute the acceleration of the observer O as measured in the locally
Minkowskian coordinate system. First, we can see using (17) that(
dtl
du
,
drl
du
)∣∣∣∣
u=u0
= (1, 0), (28)
as should happen because we are in a comoving coordinate system. This means that
d2rl
dtl
2
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
=
d2rl
du2
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
=
[
∂rl
∂r
d2r
du2
+
∂2rl
∂r2
(
dr
du
)2
+
∂rl
∂t
d2t
du2
+
∂2rl
∂t2
(
dt
du
)2
+ 2
∂2rl
∂r∂t
dr
du
dt
du
]
u=u0
. (29)
The evaluation finally yields the acceleration of the trajectory of O in a free-falling
comoving coordinate system:
d2rl
dtl
2
∣∣∣∣
u=u0
=
1√
1− 2m
r0
+ v20
(
a0 +
m
r20
)
= ap. (30)
We have then justified the physical character of ap.
3.2. Physical interpretation
As we already mentioned, expression (10) for the value of κst−per can be clearly
interpreted physically. Let us explain each factor appearing on it.
First of all, it contains the information corresponding to the vacuum state in κst,
which, as we explained, could be non-stationary. From this κst a contribution m/r
2 is
subtracted, which is the radial acceleration due to gravitational field of the black hole.
This subtraction is multiplied by two factors. One of them is the gravitational
blue-shift factor 1/
√
1− 2m/r, that appears because radiation gets red-shifted when
escaping from black hole’s gravity. This results in a blue-shift for observers near the
black hole with respect to those at infinity. The other factor
√
(1− vl)/(1 + vl) is clearly
a Doppler shift factor. The velocity that appears in this factor is vl, which is the velocity
of the observer O with respect to the black hole. It is measured in a locally Minkowskian
coordinate system [see (17)], in which the speed of light is always equal to 1.
Finally, the last term ap is just the proper acceleration of the observer O. Being
measured with respect to an instantaneously comoving and free-falling observer, it is the
acceleration that the observer O would actually feel whenever switching on its rockets.
When κst−per can be interpreted as a strict temperature, this term corresponds precisely
to Unruh thermal radiation (temperature proportional to the proper acceleration), which
is present even in Minkowski spacetime for accelerated observers [9]. It is remarkable
that this proper acceleration appears in the expression directly as an additive quantity.
We remind that expression (10) is always exact, no matter what interpretation one
can assign to κst−per itself. When condition (5) is satisfied, and one can talk about a
strict thermal perception with temperature proportional to κst−per, the interpretation of
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expression (10) is literal in terms of physical phenomena dealing with Hawking radiation
which is modified by gravitational blue-shifts, Doppler shifts and Unruh radiation.
Otherwise, although exact, it is only a geometrical estimator of the amount of particle
perception. A more detailed analysis of particle perception would require the use of
models of detectors and calculation of response functions [7].
4. Some applications of the formula
To end this work, let us put in practice formula (10) with some examples of observers
following different trajectories outside the black hole. In section 2.2, we used
expression (7) to study the properties of different vacuum states regardless of the
observer. In the same way, we can now use formula (10) to study the perception
of different observers without the need of choosing a particular vacuum state. The
particulars of this choice will remain encoded in the generic function κst.
For static observers at a fixed radius r(u) = rc = const, we clearly have
vl(u) = 0, ap(u) =
1√
1− 2m
rc
m
r2c
, (31)
and thus
κst−per(u) =
1√
1− 2m
rc
κst(u¯(u)). (32)
These observers are perceiving the radiation escaping from the black hole at this
moment, multiplied by the gravitational blue-shift factor associated with their radial
position. The fulfilment of the adiabatic condition (5) will depend on the particular
vacuum state. For stationary vacuum states, the effective temperature will be constant,
and the adiabatic condition will be perfectly satisfied. For non-stationary states, it will
depend on its particular evolution.
In [2] we defined an Unruh observer as one which is instantaneously static, let us
say at u = u0, and free-falling. In this case, we have vl(u0) = 0 and ap(u0) = 0, and
thus
κst−per(u0) =
1√
1− 2m
r(u0)
(
κst(u¯(u0))− m
r(u0)2
)
. (33)
In particular, consider the Unruh vacuum state for the field so that κst = 1/(4m). When
the Unruh observer as defined above is arbitrarily near the event horizon, we have
1√
1− 2m
r(u0)
(
1
4m
− m
r(u0)2
)
−→
r(u0)→2m
0. (34)
This agrees with the result found by Unruh that free-falling observers at the horizon
perceive no radiation [9]. However, as was discussed thoroughly in [2], this is only true
for observers which are also instantaneously static.
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Let us consider the perception of a general free-falling observer when crossing the
event horizon. For simplicity, we will assume again the Unruh vacuum state. The now
non-vanishing radial velocity pointing towards the black hole, v := dr/du < 0, implies
that the velocity vl behaves as
vl =
v√
1− 2m
r
+ v2
−→
r→2m
−1. (35)
But this implies a diverging Doppler shift√
1− vl
1 + vl
−→
r→2m
∞, (36)
that will compete with the vanishing of (34). This competition leads to a finite result
for κst−per at the event horizon. In particular, if the observer trajectory is that of a
free-falling observer coming from radial infinity, it can be shown [2] that
κst−per −→
r→2m
1
m
. (37)
That is, the observer will perceive an effective-temperature function four times bigger
than the value of 1/(4m) of the usual Hawking radiation. As for the adiabatic
condition (5), one can also show [2] that  → 3/8 when r → 2m. Thus, the adiabatic
condition is not strictly satisfied, but the value of  is still smaller than 1. We can
conclude that, although not perfectly thermal, the spectrum perceived when crossing
the horizon will be not very different from thermal. In any case, the observers will
perceive a non-zero flux of particles.
At present the authors are using the potentiality of this formula to analyse buoyancy
effects in black holes.
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